tyi toi #2/2 toi " ' ^2/n toi "*" toi ' (3) ^ii ,^^2 .,#»*»»,#» = 0 dyidxi dy 2 dXi dy n dXi toi ' where the arguments of the derivatives of ƒ are now (x; y). A similar consideration shows the existence of the first derivatives with respect to the variables x 2 , x$, • • •, x m . The existence of the higher derivatives follows from the observation that the solutions of equations (3) are differentiate n -1 times with respect to the variables x on account of the assumption that the functions ƒ are differentiable n times. 
ON A SET OF KERNELS
. a n \ a n 2 • * * a n n Now let ^4 pg denote the cofactor of the constituent a pq + \r pq in the determinant Vn(X); then by a property of determinants
and if h n -i (s, t) is derived from h n (s, t) by omitting the last row and column in each of the determinants F n and A n , the roots of the symmetric kernel hn-i (s, t) will be separated by those of h n (s, t). Let DÇk), D w _i(X), D»(X) be the determinants of k(s, t), hn-i(s, t), h n (s, t)
where V W -2(X) is derived from V W (X) by omitting the last two rows and columns. Now A nn = Vn-i(X), hence when Vn-i(X) vanishes V n -2(X) and Vn(X) have opposite signs. The functions
therefore form a Sturmian series and it will be seen presently that the roots of V W (X) separate those of V»_i(X), the roots of Vn-i(X) separate those of V W -2(X), and so on. Now the roots of V n (X) = 0 are the same as those of D n (X) -0 and I have shown in a former paper* that the roots of 2?i(X) separate those of D(\), hence the functions
form a sequence such that the roots of any function in the sequence separate the roots of the preceding function.
If Xi, X 2 , • • •, X w+ i are the positive roots of D(X) arranged in order of magnitude, there will be n roots of Di(X) arranged singly between the gaps, n -1 roots of D 2 (X) arranged between the gaps in this second set, and so on. It is clear then that there + + is at least one root of D n (\) between Xi and X ni -i; this includes Weyl's theorem. We have supposed that the roots of D(X) are all distinct, but the necessary modification for the case of multiple roots is easily introduced.
* Cambr. Phil Trans., vol. 20 (1908) , p. 374. The theorem is used again on p. 182.
If the constants a pq are chosen so that the determinants A n are all positive, Z) n -2 (X) and Z) n (X) will have opposite signs when D n _i(X) vanishes, and so the functions
will form a Sturmian sequence.
It has been stated that the roots of the functions V W (X) in the Sturmian sequence separate one another. This is not always true for a Sturmian sequence when the functions are not polynomials, but it can be shown to be true in the present case, as follows. Let g n ($), g n (t) be the cofactors of the constituents fn(t), f n (s) in the determinant F n ; then from the properties of determinants
/±n-~l&n
We can now apply the theorem mentioned before to this equation and deduce that the roots of A n _i(s, t) are separated by those of h n (s, t), there being one root of h n (s, t) between each consecutive pair of roots of h n~i ($, t WHILE the square of a determinant of any order may be readily expressed as a determinant of the same order, I am not aware of the existence of a correspondingly simple method by means of which the cube of any determinant may be expressed in determinant form. For a determinant of the fourth order, A4, we have indeed from a well-known property of determinants where A 4 ' is the determinant whose constituents are the co-
